
criminal lawyers association

CLANT 9th "Bali 
conference" in Oz

CLANT'S 9th Biennial Conference was held between 28th June - 
6th July 2003, this year in Port Douglas, North Queensland.

Following the Bali tragedy and its 
political fall out, it was decided, 
albeit with great reluctance, that we 
couldn’t hold it in Bali this year. At 
some stage during the debate, it was 
seriously considered not having a 
conference at all. The outbreak of 
SAR’s and the actual holding of the 
bomber’s trials in the Conference 
week, confirmed the tragic 
impossibility of maintaining the 
tradition of holding it in Bali. So for 
the first time in its eighteen year 
history, CLANT’s Conference was 
held on Australian soil.

As usual, the proposed venue of 
Port Douglas was investigated 
thoroughly before choosing the 
Portsea Resort which in the end, 
proved a great success.

Over 90 delegates attended from 
all over Australia. That figure was 
only 20 odd less than the last 
Conference which was encouraging. 
From most feedback, the 
Conference was a great success. 
Many qualified to speak have 
commented that it probably 
produced the best quality of papers 
presented ever. The theme was 
“Law, Liberty and the Lab” but 
as usual it was open-ended and 
many issues relevant to criminal 
lawyers were addressed, discussed 
and explained.

Over 20 speakers from various 
backgrounds presented papers. 
The topics varied from the 
jurisprudential to the hands on 
mechanics of recent courtroom trial 
developments.

We were graced once again by 
Justice Kirby who delivered the 
opening Keynote Address on the 
recent High Court decision of R v 
Carroll 77AUR157 dealing with 
double jeopardy. Justice Kirby didn’t 
sit on that case. His outline of its

factual and procedural history through 
the various judgments combined with 
recent international developments on 
this subject and the relevance and 
applicability of international laws was 
a veritable Masterclass. Needless to 
say, the presentation expanded quite 
naturally into an exposition of 
fundamental legal and political 
principles which are at play on this 
importanttopic. The debate continues 
in Australia as to whether the law 
should be amended. All who were 
present at this presentation are 
consequently better informed as 
regards that debate.

The first morning then continued with 
another giant from his field, Aboriginal 
activist and lawyer, Noel Pearson from 
Cape York Partnerships.

Our conference was being held in Mr 
Pearson’s neck of the woods which 
initially led us to enquire if he would be 
willingand able to come on down and 
present a paper. He duly obliged and

John Lawrence, President, CLANT

addressed the conference on his 
analysis and work in his community as 
regards substance abuse. As readers 
would be aware, Noel Pearson has very 
much turned this debate on its head. 
Neither the left nor the right in politics 
quite know what to make of this man’s 
radical and in many ways, compelling 
diagnosis and prognosis. Noel outlined 
his critique on passive welfarism and 
previous approaches to the problem. 
He replaced that with his diagnosis and 
prognosis. Particularly relevant to NT 
Lawyers was the evils that he was 
addressing and attacking are identical

Delegates enjoy a fish and chips night at the Port Douglas Hotel.
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to the ones which blight so many 
Territory Aboriginal Communities. Our 
Government has said it is addressing 
that huge problem by setting up a 
Parliamentary Sub-Committee looking 
at substance abuse. Our Association 
has said that that’s merely a back- 
burner approach. In many ways this 
approach only leads to re-discovering 
yet again the chronic levels of 
dysfunction in Aboriginal Communities 
caused by substance abuse. It was 
disappointing to note that no-one from 
the Northern Territory Government 
attended as regards this issue 
notwithstanding our efforts to 
persuade them which included 
informing them that Noel Pearson 
would bespeaking.

The conference descended from the 
Olympian heights of that first morning 
into the grime and slime of more 
practical issues and developments 
that face criminal lawyers; e.g. using 
audio-visuals to explain legal concepts 
to jury’s; interacted crime scene 
technology now being used to present 
video-visuals of crime scenes etc. 
Sessions on DNA as well as the recent 
developments in Aboriginal customary 
law as seen in the recent NT case of 
Pascoe illustrate the breadth as well 
as the hands on nature of the topics 
covered.

In between all that, as has now become 
customary, Rex Wild QC penned a 
famous criminal trial for re-enactment. 
The trial chosen this conference was 
the famous murder trial of R v Derek 
Bentley and Christopher Craig
heard before Lord Chief Justice 
Goddard in England in 1952. This case 
graphically illustrated to all that despite 
the inbuilt protections and safeguards 
accorded to accused persons within 
our trial system, they all amount to 
nothing if the trial Judge, for whatever 
reason, decides to take over the show 
and railroad the process into verdicts 
of guilt. Lord Chief Justice Goddard, 
considered by those who know, to be 
a genuine giant of twentieth century 
common law, did just that in this trial. 
Certain explanations were proffered to 
explain his motivation which led to
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much vigorous debate throughout the 
week. It must be said that Tom Pauling 
QC’s performance in that role and in 
particular the moment when he 
passed the sentence of death upon Mr 
Bentley was a Masterful display of 
method acting. I understand he is very 
keen to continue with performances 
in this role in the future. Woe betide 
us all!

Some of the later papers dealt with the 
recent in-roads into human rights 
through Australian and American 
legislation to address the “war on 
terrorism”. This extended and included 
scathing criticisms of the US treatment 
of their prisoners in Guantanamo Bay 
and of course the plight of the 
Australian citizens held there. Some 
of the presenters involved were the 
NSW DPP Mr Nicholas Cowdry QC and 
Labour Shadow Spokesman on 
Foreign Affairs, Daryl Melham MP.

We had therefore returned at least into 
the Olympian foothills where the 
Conference there ended.

In between all that work, there was the 
usual play. All bars and dens were laid 
waste in the customary CLANT fashion. 
What’s more, many an outrageous 
scandal was committed involving the 
usual suspects; cross dressers, a 
donkey and judicial officers! All of the 
details will be revealed in the next
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NOTICEBOARD
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allocating hearing dates prior to 
Christmas for applications filed prior to 
the deadline. The Court cannot 
guarantee that applications filed after 
the deadline will be fixed for hearing prior 
to Christmas.
Which applications: All Form 8 or other 
applications seeking orders in relation 
to contact ora period of residence during 
the December 2003/January 2004 
school holiday period.
Closing date for filing: 4pm on Monday 
10 November 2003.
Consequences: Applications filed after 
10 November 2003 will be allocated 
the next available date in the usual way. 
That date may be in 2004.
Exceptions: After 10 Novemer 2003, 
appliations to abridge times and list a 
matter on short notice can be made to 
Registry staff. The usual criteria for an 
urgent hearing will apply the fact that an 
application relates to school holiday 
contact will not itself justify a listing 
before Christmas.

The Honourable Justice JE Ellis 
Acting Chief Justice 
Fa m i ly Cou rt of Austra I ia 
15 August 2003

—--------------------------------------------~~--------------------

ATTENTION:
ALL SOLICITORS

First Law Promotions Pty Limited (ACN 002 635 029) 
announce the creation of a national website for the 

exclusive use and convenience of legal practitioners 
in the Northern Territory and elsewhere in Australia.

www.courtqgents.com.qii
Want a solicitor to act as your 

Court Agent?
Want to act as a Court Agent 

for other solicitors?
Email firstlaw@biqpond.net.com or phone (02) 9369 2600 

for further information.

Offers of Compromise 
and Payments to Court

In order to ensure that no 
correspondence or other documentation 
relating to Offers of Compromise or 
Payments into Court reach the relevant 
Court file, practitioners are requested to 
ensure that all such documentation is 
delivered to the Registry in a sealed 
envelope and marked “Confidential for 
the attention of the Registrar”.

Margaret Rischbieth
Registrar
20 August 2003

Proposed CLE seminar
If members are interested, the Law 
Society is proposing to run a CLE seminar 
on the Associations Bill and the Business 
Tenancies (Fair Dealings) Bill.
Any interested members should contact 
Barbara Bradshaw on 8981-5104 or 
email bbradshaw@lawsocnt.asn.au

“ PRACTITIONER
News & views from the 

(■I LSNT Secretariat

Want to stay up-to- 
date with news and 
upcoming events?

The Practioner is a weekly email newsletter 
service for members of the LSNT.

To access this service (members only) 
provide your email address to the LSNT 

office, or email
publicrelations@lawsocnt.asn.au
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